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Gone but not forgotten
by John Chapman

Travelling from Reading to Pangbourne in ancient times one had the
choice of taking the High Road or the Village Street at Purley. The
High Road or Turnpike (now the A329) went straight up a steep hill
whereas the road to the village descended winding its way down to
almost the valley bottom. This ancient road left the main road just
past the Roebuck and descended a muddy hill, crossing the village
stream and then the Village Green to the junction serving the manor
house and the church and then it swung away westwards towards
the village pond. 

Then it followed roughly the present line of Purley Village
continuing straight past Purley Lodge and joining Westbury Lane
just south of where Glebe Road now joins it.  

An extract from Mols map of the Purley Magna Estate 1786. He only included
things relevant to the Manor so we have marked some other landmarks to orient you.
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The eastern section was closed off around 1800 when the land
east of New Hill was emparked after the mansion was built on top
of the hill. The western section was closed off after being severed by
the railway and the construction of the Purley Rise Estate.

We will first follow the route from the Roebuck to the village
pond as this has almost totally disappeared.

The road left the highway just past the Roebuck just about
where the WW2 pillbox now is. There was a small field known as
Little Warren to your east. The land on the west side was known as
Long Warren and presumably this was where the estate protected
its rabbits. 

The road then wound its way through woodland down a very
steep slope known as Hanging on the Hill. At the bottom was a very
muddy stretch which crossed the village stream as it flowed from
pond to Thames. It is believed there was a small wooden bridge
over the stream which led to the Village Green. Crossing this one
reached a three way junction, one track led to the manor house built
in 1718 to replace the Tudor Manor House, one to the Church and
then taking you westward, the Village Street following roughly the
line of the present Oak Tree Walk. 

Walking westward from the junction on your right was a field
called Churchams with two cottages in its south eastern corner
fronting on the Street. Opposite was a field known as Dung Croft
with a single cottage on your left. Marsh Lane came off from the
right leading to the lock. Then a small field called Wheathams.
There was a cottage on your right opposite the one on Dung Croft
followed by a small strip of glebe land and then another cottage in
the south eastern corner of a field called Powys Piddle which
presumably belonged to Purley Parva. There may have been other
cottages belonging to Purley Parva but these are not shown on the
1786 estate map of Purley Magna. Then there was waste land on the
right before reaching the Village Pond. Opposite was a property
which in 1786 belong to Dr Monckton who practised in Pangbourne
but seemed to offer free care to people of Purley including giving
them innoculation against smallpox. His land was split in two when
New Hill was constructed around 1800. 

Purley Parish Council  
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This link from the pond to the Roebuck was closed off as part of
the construction of the Purley Park estate around 1800 although it
was replaced by Church Walk which followed the line of the present
St Mary's Avenue to provide access to the Church; but this was
strictly controlled with iron gates at the west end which were
opened to the parishioners only on Sundays and some feast days.
New Hill was constructed for the use of the public as an alternative.
Part of the old route was left as access to the new mansion . 

The railway put paid to it finally in 1837. When it came the route
was severed with a tunnel built beneath. Steps were constructed to
enable people to gain access from the tunnel to the main house to
allow the owners of Purley Park Mansion to walk to the church and
their estate north of the railway. There were two routes; one down a
steep metal staircase for the men and a second which wound around
a deep pit with a gentle slope for the ladies. At the centre of the pit
was a decorative fountain. There are still traces of the old road
alongside the railway. in the grounds of Purley Park. 

At the western end  the road passed close to Purley Lodge
travelling not quite straight towards the junction with Westbury
Lane which was about twenty yards south of its junction with the
Highway. In the triangle between Westbury Lane, the Village Street
and the Highway was a windmill which Tom Hine reported on last
time. Once you had crossed the lands that had been donated to
Reading Abbey around 1190 you crossed glebe land. This was land
which the rector farmed to sustain himself although in practice he
rented it out to a local farmer to look after. At some point there was
a road off towards Purley Parva (Westbury Farm) and Hardwick
which crossed Purley's western Common field, farmed in strips by
villagers until the enclosures.

When the railway arrived they built a bridge over the line which
also allowed the farmers at Belleisle to access the meadowland by
the Thames. This later became became Purvey's Lane and in the
early 20th century carried a light railway from the gravel pits by the
Thames.

When the Purley Rise estate was built in the 1920s and 1930s the
old road was simply built over but people could still walk from
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Purvey's Lane to join Glebe Road at its eastern end. However the
construction of the Memorial Hall in the 1950s and Winston Way in
the 1980s blocked off the route completely.

The 75th Anniversary of D-Day
by David Downs

Thursday, June 6th 2019 was the 75th anniversary of the D-Day
landings, with commemorative events and ceremonies taking place
in England and France.

My wife's uncle was an RAF Flight Sergeant who took part in
the landings, arriving in France on a lading craft after crossing the
Channel on D-Day+2.  His task was to lead a group of airmen to
locate and rescue Allied aircrew, often from behind enemy lines,
and return them to their units, or to medical care.

He spoke very rarely about the task, except to say that the
Germans would often booby-trap dead or wounded airmen.  He
explained that the enemy did this because they did not play cricket
and therefore had no sense of fair play.

In 2016, together with other D-Day survivors, he was presented
with the Legion d'Honneur by a grateful French government.

Ex-Flight Sergeant Bill Lloyd did not live to see the 75th anniver-
sary events.  He died on January 23rd 2018 aged 101.

Eliot Hodgkin
Eliot Hodgkin was an English Artist who was born at Purley Lodge
in 1905 and died in London in 1987.  Whilst he began by painting in
oils, his best known works were executed in tempera and were
detailed still lifes.  He also produced views of bomb sites in London
after World War 11.

Project Purley members, Glynis and John Murphy recently visi-
ted Waddesdon Manor and discovered an exhibition of Eliot Hodg-
kin works has been put on in the Coach House Gallery: Eliot Hodg-
kin Rediscovered.  This is the first major exhibition of Hodgkin's
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work for nearly 30 years, and continues until the 20th October,
Wednesday-Sunday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.  More information about the
artist can be found on the Eliot Hodgkin web site, www.eliothodgki-
n.com.     

Glynis and John say the exhibition was very interesting and well
worth a look if visiting Waddesdon Manor.  This property is owned
by the National Trust – non members can find information about
entrance fees etc. on their web site.

We are indebted to Glynis and John for making us aware of this
event.

Editor 

Visit to Sulgrave Manor, 21st May 2019
Project Purley members and guests travelled to Sulgrave Manor,
built in 1539 by wool merchant Lawrence Washington,  ancestor to
US President George Washington.  We had a beautiful day, and the
drive took us north and east of Banbury to the pretty village of
Sulgrave, and to a private tour of the manor house.

The visit provided a welcome example of good international
relations in our difficult times.  The manor house was purchased in
1914 by donations as a commemoration of 100 years of peace betw-
een the USA and Britain.  A joint American/British trust was set up
to restore and manage the house, which had been pretty much
derelict for many years, with major funding from the National
Society of the Colonial Dames of America, and it opened to the
public in 1921.  

The good relations, and the funding, have continued through
the years.  The Colonial Dames of America installed electric lighting
in the Sulgrave Church in 1935, British and American flags hang
together outside the house and inside the church, and a bust of
George Washington stands in the grounds, a gift in 2006 from the
Trustees of the George Washington University in Washington DC
‘in the spirit of the special relationship between the peoples of
Britain and America’.

The house had been extensively remodelled over the years
before the restoration, but the core remains, and it has been furnis-
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hed with pieces from the 16th century, and portraits of the Washing-
ton family.

One of the highlights of the house is the set of bed hangings in
the Great Bedchamber, a modern take on a 16th century status
symbol, and a link back to when Lawrence Washington’s wife Amy
would sit at the window with her friends to do needlework and
gossip.  The hangings were completed in 1995 by a consortium of
needleworkers from both sides of the Atlantic, the New Elizabethan
Embroideries.  The images on the hangings include plants, animals
and mythical creatures, which were created individually and then
stitched onto the heavy green velvet to resemble stump work, a type
of padded embroidery popular in Tudor times.  The effect is stunn-
ing.

The gardens of the house are also lovely, with a herb garden
which contains a huge collection of culinary and medicinal herbs,
and another nod to the special relationship, a pretty wrought iron
bench donated by the Astor Foundation in 2006.

The house is very well organised for visitors – it caters for
educational visits and weddings as well as tourists – and our guides
were both knowledgeable and enthusiastic about the history of the
house and the Washington family.  Our visit from Purley was also
very well organised, and thanks go to Jean Chudleigh for the arrang-
ements.

Gillian Wallace
       

  As You Like It
Shakespeare's complicated comedy is thought to have been the play
to open the newly built Globe Theatre in 1599, with the Bard himself
a member of the cast.  Exactly 420 years later, the Rain or Shine
Theatre Company arrived at The Barn to perform the same play, but
with a few modern additions.

The seven-strong cast included three regulars well known to
Purley audiences as well as four newcomers, two of the latter not
long out of drama school.  These two playing the brothers Orlando
and Oliver, needed all their energy in a lively production as they
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fought and threw each other about the stage, appearing to land
heavily.  And there was also a reference to “the breaking of ribs
sport for ladies” (perhaps a visionary prediction of activities in the
current Women's World Cup football finals?)

The actors were, as always, perfectly clear in their diction as
their voices fill the high-roofed Barn, and precise with their timing
of exits and entrances, no trivial skill as much of their movement is
spent racing to and fro through the audience.  The story can be a
difficult one to follow at times as it switches from the court to the
forest, especially as there is a paucity of scenery – a plain, severe
backdrop with a door representing the court, then a few strands of
greenery embellishing the stage to change it into the forest.

But this shortcoming is more than compensated for by regular
changes of costume, voice and character.  Cross-dressing par excell-
ence is performed by Anthony Young, playing Touchstone, a court
jester, then Phoebe, a shepherdess.  Usually a supporting player,
here he dominates the stage with a variety of activities – singing,
dancing, lifting and soliloquising.  

The physicality of the actors is matched by their range of emoti-
ons.  I find it fascinating to watch the actors who are on stage but not
actually speaking, and see how they react facially and with their
body language to every piece of dialogue.  All this from a travelling
theatre company who not only put on a superb, word-perfect perfo-
rmance, but supply all their own staging, props, lighting, costumes
and sound.

The demographic of the audience meant that we could identify
more easily with the later verses of melancholy Jaques monologue
“All the world's a stage.”  They remind us of our frailty, but we
should be grateful for the opportunity to enjoy experiences such as
this performance as we grow older.

Of course it is hard work for the actors, but it is the one thing in
life that they all want to do.  We acknowledge their expertise and
wish them well for the remainder of their summer tour, which
consists of 57 performances all over the south of England and lasts
until September.  Rain or Shine will return to The Barn on Friday,
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November 29th to present their new and updated version of the
children's classic, “Wind in the Willows.”

I record my thanks to the small but dedicated brand of Project
Purley volunteers who make occasions like this possible by prepar-
ing and tidying the venue, advertising the event, sourcing and
selling interval refreshments and generally helping everyone have a
good time.  Their efforts will be  rewarded by the knowledge that
the evening raised £500 for the local charity, Berkshire Deaf Childre-
n's Society.

David Downs   

Barbecue 21st June 2019
Dorothy and Ben Viljoen again offered us their beautiful garden as
the venue for this year’s Project Purley barbecue.  The weather gods
also gave us their best – it was warm and it didn’t rain.  Dorothy also
managed the cooking in the kitchen, while Ben and David Green
manned the barbecues.  Over 50 members and guests came, and we
had a very good evening, with lovely surroundings and good food.
Thanks are due to the team of volunteers who organised the set up
of gazebos, and tables borrowed from the Barn, the buying, assembl-
ing and cooking of the starter and barbecue food, and clearing up
afterwards.

Ben showed a number of us round the garden, and he also
shared a great gardening tip, after questions about the great pot of
basil on the kitchen windowsill – buy from the supermarket, but
repot into a bigger container.  Magic!

Gillian Wallace

Nature Notes April - July 2019

by Rita Denman
April 5th It has been cold and yesterday's April shower lasted all
day. The wild cherry trees are in blossom all around the area adding
to the bright splashes of forsythia growing by the roadsides. A
beautiful cock pheasant has been in the garden looking resplendent
in the bright sunshine.  Yes, sunshine today! A heron has been
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marauding  around the gardens where there are ornamental ponds.
April 12th  The weather week began on a sombre note with atmosp-
heric mist likening the scene to an impressionist painting and it has
been colder than average for the time of year. The birds are busy and
a pair of robins has been in the back garden trying to agree on a
nesting site. The red kites are giving joyful displays of their flying
prowess and a pair of herons joined in the general celebration if a
little less artistically. There are many magpies this year.

April 19th At 5 am it is early dawn and all that can be seen is the
black outlines of hills and trees with a background of grey sky.

The dawn chorus fills the valley with an orchestration of all the
bird songs. The pheasant gives a distinctive reprise with the woodp-
ecker providing the drumming rhythm and a blackbird gives a
beautiful solo performance.  The sky lightens and shapes become
more defined.  Gradually the bird chorus fades away and intermitte-
ntly I hear the rush of water as it flows over the weir.

There are geese in the distance and the ever present wood
pigeons are fluttering and squabbling in a nearby tree. As the morn-
ing gathers pace early departures from Heathrow are the dominant
sound and another busy day begins.
Easter Sunday. I am in the meadow with a warm sun on my back.
The sky is a deep clear blue with skylarks singing and many small
birds chattering in the hedgerows. The crab apple tree is thick with
blossom and alive with the hum and flight of bees.
May 3rd. The old northern hemisphere spring festival was always
held on the 1st of May and many traditions survived from it. When
my sister and I were children my mother always recited a school
version of the Lord Tennyson poem 'You must wake and call me
early Mother dear , for I'm to be Queen of the May Mother, I'm to be
Queen of the May'. The 1st of May in Purley brought perfect spring
weather sunny and warm and the meadow responded with a show
of buttercups and daisies and cow parsley beginning to blossom.Th-
ere is a pheasant nesting along the boundary hedge and the cock
bird struts about with great importance.
May 10th In contrast the official May Day dawned with a bank of
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leaden grey cloud along the hill line as though a massive mountain
range had formed overnight. With strengthening light the forbidd-
ing grey clouds dissipated and the sun overwhelmed any dark
omens.

For the rest of the week a hot sun and deluge showers produced
thick early morning fog.
May 17th  We have enjoyed some intoxicating early summer weat-
her and I have made the most of being in the garden. The countrys-
ide  has turned white with may blossom and cow parsley in the
hedgerows.  The red kites are flying high and the larks are singing
for most of the day. I have noticed the magpies on numerous
occasions drinking from the garden pond. Having some time to sit
and watch them

I wondered why they hop along the side of the pond for every
peck of water and then I realised that they are taking the tadpoles
that gather along the edges. I hope this won't have too much of an
impact on frog numbers. There are small blue butterflies and red
and green damsel flies out. 
June 6th  Dawn revealed a beautiful morning with sun shining on
the silvery green growth of the barley field. Above were fluffy
'Constable' clouded skies. Not even an airliner disturbed the silence
in contrast to the noise and clamour on the south coast on this day 75
years ago. D Day Commemorations are to be held in key areas of the
campaign.

At the farm hay making has been competed and the hay bales
safely stored in the barn. The cattle are out in the fields. Red kites are
calling to the chicks who respond from their perches in the tallest
trees. The pheasant who lives in the meadow does his rounds
throughout the day proclaiming that he is cock of the walk. He is a
very handsome fellow and tolerates me walking slowly behind him.
Perhaps he knows that I am admiring his fine feathers. The wild
flowers in the meadow are increasing by the day. Yesterday I noted
a dozen different kinds.
June 12th After the noise of high winds and frequent downpours of
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the last few days this morning dawned eerily quiet and still under
an overall grey sky. Dare we hope that the storm is passed? It will
soon be midsummer, but summer has not really begun. Work in the
garden seems more like a battle against the elements. As soon as
everything is looking well, wind and rain undo it all again.
June 20th  The weather pattern of lows and fronts with high winds,
dark skies and a deluge every couple of hours seems to have been
dragging on for weeks until we have begun to wonder if there will
be any summer at all.  Thankfully this morning dawned serene with
a clear blue sky and a welcome sun lighting up the fields but as the
day wore on it became cooler and  darker.
June 21st  Mid summer's day. The sky is blue the sun is out and
although it is not that warm at least it is cheerful.
June 28th Very high temperatures from the continent have been
forecast for the UK. The sun has been very warm through the week
but there has also been  a strong wind that has kept everything fairly
comfortable. The worst day was on Tuesday when it was dull and
very oppressive.

Deer have been into the garden but fortunately didn't do any
damage. The garden is coming into its' high summer glory and the
bed that was full of bluebells has now turned to gold and red where
the alpine strawberries  with their tiny bright red fruits are coming
up through the green foliage and yellow flowers of the canary
creeper.  It is container and tub watering weather.
July 6th Summer came to Purley this week with mackerel skies cool
breezes and hot sun.  Sunsets have been beautiful beyond descript-
ion.

There isn't a hosepipe ban as yet, but more people are becoming
conscious of how precious water resources are and economising by
using watering cans if possible.  The hot weather has brought the
slow worms out of the hay pile and there are stag beetles in the
meadow. The continuous high pitched sound of the crickets and
grasshoppers in the meadow is part of the sound of summer.
July 12th The early morning air has been oppressive with skies
heavy and grey but Oak Tree Field is an expanse of bright golden
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grain.
July 19th An uncomfortable heat continued in Purley for most of
the week and the blackbirds are making full use of the bird bath in
the front garden but on Thursday I woke to an unusual sound. Rain!
Steady drenching rain that you could almost hear the earth soaking
up and trees and plants held out their branches and leaves to receive
the blessed moisture.  It has now been raining for almost two days
but it is greatly welcomed, especially as we hear that there is another
heatwave on the way.
July 26th Some mornings have begun with thick fog with just a few
trees looming out of space and on others with a heat haze on the hill
and yet again with blue unclouded skies. Brambles appear from
nowhere and before you notice that they are there have grown to a
yard long.

The bird bath has attracted a pair of wood pigeons. There is
room for one to get fully immersed. Its mate has only room to
paddle. A wild thing has grown up in the herbaceous  border. It is
one of the umberliferous family but it is very pretty with large heads
of delicate florets that remind me of tremblant jewelry as each floret
moves independently with each passing breeze.
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